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Abstract. The term “Federated Databases” refers to the data integration of distributed, autonomous
and heterogeneous databases. However, a federation can also include information systems, not only
databases. When integrating data, several issues must be addressed. Here, we focus on the problem
of heterogeneity, more specifically on semantic heterogeneity – that is problems related to
semantically equivalent concepts or semantically related/unrelated concepts. In order to address this
problem, we apply the idea of ontologies as a tool for data integration. In this paper, we explain this
concept and we briefly describe a method for constructing an ontology by using a hybrid ontology
approach.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, large modern enterprise has different portions of the organization using different
database management systems to store and search their critical data. Competition, evolving
technology, geographic distribution and the inevitable growing decentralization, all contribute to
this diversity.  All of these databases are very important for the enterprise and they have a different
interfaces for their administration. It will be useful for the enterprise to retrieve the information
through a common interface to realize, for instance, the full value of the data they contain [15]. The
term Federated Database emerged to characterize techniques for proving an integrated data access
having a set of distributed, heterogeneous and autonomous databases [14]. We briefly explain these
concepts:
§ Autonomy: The users and the applications can access to the data through a federated system or
by your own local system. The autonomy can be classified in three types [17,6]: design
autonomy, communication autonomy and execution autonomy.
§ Distribution: Nowadays most computers are connected to some type of network, especially the
Internet, and it is natural to think of combining application and data sources that are physically
located on different hosts, but that can communicate through the network.
§ Heterogeneity: it can be classified into four categories [25]: structure, syntax, system, and
semantic. The structure heterogeneity involves different data models; the syntax heterogeneity
involves different languages and data representations and the system heterogeneity involves
hardware and operating systems. The semantic heterogeneity can be classified as follows:
semantically equivalent concepts (the models use different terms to refer the same concept, e.g.
synonymous; the properties are modeled differently by distinct systems, etc.), semantically
unrelated concepts (the same term may be used by distinct systems to denote completely
different concepts) and  semantically related concepts (generalization/specification, different
classifications, etc. ). Another similar classification of heterogeneity can be found in [10].
In order to address the problem of semantic heterogeneity previously described, we apply the idea
of ontologies as a tool for data integration. Section 2 introduces the concept of ontologies and
discusses different approaches for data integration. Then we describe our method to build an
ontology. Future work and the conclusion are discussed in section 3.
2. Data Integration based on Ontologies
The term “ontology” across the years has been used in many ways and domains [1,12]. In the
computer science world the ontologies are introduced by Gruber [13] as an “explicit specification of
a conceptualization”. A conceptualization refers to an abstract model of how people commonly
think about a real thing in the world, e.g. a chair. Explicit specification means that the concepts and
relations of the abstract model have been given explicit names and definitions [24]. An ontology
gives the name and the descriptions of the entities of specific domains using predicates that
represent relationship between these entities. It provides a vocabulary to represent and communicate
knowledge about the domain and a set of relationship containing the term of the vocabulary at a
conceptual level. Therefore, an ontology might be used for data integration tasks because of its
potential to describe the semantic of information sources and to solve heterogeneity problems
[25,10].
On the other hand, the concepts data integration, application integration and application
interoperability are similar but we must differentiate them [7]. Data integration is concerned with
unifying data that share some common semantics but originate from unrelated sources. Application
interoperability attempts to standardize the interfaces between stand-alone applications such that
the data generated from one application can flow as the input to another application. Application
integration involves aspects of data integration and of application interoperability. In this paper we
focus mainly in the first one.
There are many systems that were designed to address the needs of data integration. The
developers of each system have made different choices about the best way to provide the needed
services. Some of the most popular systems are: the Garlic System [7], the TSIMMIS System [9],
the ObjectGlobe System [21], SIMS System [4], etc. In [19] there are a briefly explication of the
first three of them with an analysis of their advantages and disadvantages. All of them have been
created to resolve any heterogeneity level. As we have already said, we concentrate only in
semantic heterogeneity and for that, there are two different branches: with ontologies and without
ontologies. On the “without ontologies” branch, there are several research efforts with different
level of detail, see [2,3,16,20,11].
2.1. Data Integration using Ontologies
There are a lot of advantages in the use ontologies for data integration. Some of them are [19,22]:
the ontology provides a rich, predefined vocabulary that serves as a stable conceptual interface to
the databases and is independent of the database schemas; the knowledge represented by the
ontology is sufficiently comprehensive to support translation of all the relevant information sources;
the ontology supports consistency management and the recognition of inconsistent data; etc. Some
researches about the ontology in the integration, can be seen in [23,18,26,5].
Following, we describe our method for building the structure of the ontology. Figure1 shows the
algorithm designed to do that.
Figure 1: Ontology Construction Method
The method has three main stages. Each stage embodies a set of tasks that must be achieved:
1. Build shared vocabulary. It mainly contains three steps:
§ Analysis of information sources: It implies a complete analysis of the information sources,
e.g., what information is stored, how it is stored, the meaning of this information (the
semantics), etc. It must localize the problems about semantic heterogeneity previously
explained.
§ Search of terms (or primitives): Then, we should produce a list of terms that agree with the
shared vocabulary.
§ Define the global ontology: With the data of the previous steps we are ready to create the
global ontology.
2. Build local ontologies: It contains two main steps: analysis of information source and define the
local ontologies. As the previous stage, we make an analysis of the information source, but in
this time we only focus on each database separately, without looking at the others. Then we can
begin with the construction of local ontologies.
3. Define Mappings: In this stage we define the mappings (and relations) between the concepts
defined in the global ontology and the local ontologies.
Each step described before have a different level of complexity and must be analyzed separately.
3. Conclusions
Our current research on data integration uses the “ontology” concept. We described a method for
the construction of a hybrid ontology approach, which will be used to identify all the cases of
semantic heterogeneity and to create a guide about how to resolve each of them by using ontologies.
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